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FIRST PASSAGE: Die Taschengeldfrage I The pocket money issue 

Listen _to the 'phone-in' about pocket money. Question One is based on this passage. Answer 
the question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and/or German. Base your answer on the 
passage, and use the information you hear to justify your ideas. You now have 30 seconds to read 
the question. Note there are 4 partl? to this question- (a) and (b) on page 3, and (c) and (d) on 
page 5. 
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QUESTION ONE 

(a) Describe Nina's problem. Use relevant information from the passage to support your answer. 
Besch rei be Ninas Problem mit relevanten lnformationen vom Hortext, um deine Antwort zu 
begrOnden. 
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(b) What are Nina's arguments for needing pocket money? Do you think her arguments are 
reasonable? Why or why not? 
Oenkst du ihre Argumente sind gerechtfertigt? Warum oder warum nicht? Warum braucht 
Nina Taschengeld? Was sind ihre Argumente? 
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SECOND PASSAGE: Wetterbericht/Weather forecast 

Now listen to the radio weather forecast. Question Two is based on this passage. Answer the 
question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and I or German. Base your answer on the 
passage, and use the information you hear to justify your ideas. You now have 30 seconds to read 
the question. 

LISTENING NOTES . 
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QUESTION TWO 

(a) Complete the table by making notes about the weather forecast for each time and place. 
These notes will help you answer part (b). 
Vervo!lstandige die Tabe!le mit Notizen Ober den Wetterbericht fOr jede Zeitangabe und 
Region. Diese Notizen werden dir he/fen Teil (b) zu beantworten. 

When/Wann 

Morning/ 
Morgen 

Lunchtime/ 
Mittag 

Afternoon/ 
Nachmittag 

Evening/ 
Abend 

Weekend/ 
Wochenende 
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THIRD PASSAGE: 'The Dome' 

Listen to the radio advertisement about a music festival for teenagers. Question Three is based on 
this passage. Answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and I or German. Base 
your answer on the passage, and use the information you hear to justify your ideas. You now have 
30 seconds to read the question. 

Glossed vocabulary · 

das Lied song 
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Annotation 

Part A was understood but lacked some detail eg her parents paid for 
everything else Nina needed. Also that this was the reason the parents did not 
pay pocket money. 

Part B was also reasonably well understood but again lacked detail eg all her 
friends receive pocket money, so why shouldn't she? 

Part C again lacked detail eg She used to deliver newspapers when she was 
younger but found it totally boring. 

Part D was very brief and omitted most details eg radio host cuts Nina off. 
Tells her it is the end of the call and he needs to go onto the news and the 
weather for the next few days. 

Part A was in table format. Students needed to take notes on the weather. 
Many details missed here. 

Part B students were required to link weather details with activities and make 
a plan. The gist of the weather was understood but not enough to support the 
activities chosen with enough relevant detail. 

Part A was in table format again where students needed to complete the detail 
of what each number referred to. Little connection was made here. 

Part B the candidate was able to give an opinion as required and support it 
with some correct details from the passage. 




